Understanding
DNA

Structure of a DNA
Molecule

The double helix whereby the two strands of a molecule are held together by bonds between the bases.

Adenine (A) forming a base pair with Thymine (T),
Cytosine (C) forming a base pair with Guanine (G).

Nucleus of cell with
Chromosomes inside
one cell.

Anatomy of a Cell

Anatomy of Autosomes 1 to 22
with sex Chromosome 23.

Mitochondria shown in
position outside of the
nucleus of the cell.
Mitochondria are
inherited through the
female line. Although
mitochondrial DNA is
passed to sons from
their mothers, it
cannot be passed from
the son to his children.
There are 3 billion
base pairs of DNA.
Chromosome 1 is
the longest and
Chromosome 22 is
the smallest. All
the DNA in
all your cells put
together would be
about twice the
diameter of the
Solar System.
Sex Chromosome 23
showing female
double X inheritance
and male XY
inheritance.

Recombination
or Genetic
Inheritance
Each parent's genomes are
shuffled before they are
passed to a child.

This diagram represents only 1
of your 23 chromosomes. We
do not inherit 50% of any one
chromosome from our
parents, nor they from their
parents. You might have an
exact copy of one of your
parent's chromosomes, and
thus you'll get no portion of
their other chromosome.

Disproportionate
inheritance of genes
from their parents.

Child received none of the
Maternal grandmother’s genes.
But, did receive a portion of all 4
Paternal grandparents’ genes.

You do not inherit the
exact same combination of
DNA as your siblings,
unless you have an
identical twin. Fraternal
twins will inherit a slightly
different combination of
DNA.
Your results will look
different because the DNA
you inherited at
conception is unique to
you.

Determining Ethnicity
Ancestry uses a reference panel of
500 people for their
'Ireland/Scotland’ ethnic category.
A few people with 'stray' ancestors
is not going to change the overall
picture.
500 is far too small a reference
population upon which to make a
solid claim of an ethnicity.

23&Me is asking customers who
“report” that all four grandparents
were born in a certain country to be
part of the reference database for
that country. No documentation
required to prove this claim—just
customer say-so.
Great-grandparents could be from
anywhere.

Your DNA results are matched
to a concentration of recent
testers who self report their
grandparents as X,Y, and Z.
You may share a large number
of genes with people who say
their grandparents were
Londoners. But, perhaps your
grandparents were born in
Germany, moved to London,
England and identified from
that point on as a “Londoner”.
Under this type of result
reporting your ethnicity is
going to be lumped into
“Londoner” and your Germany
genetic contribution will go

Ethnicity Comparison – 1 tester, 2 different results

Note Amerindian in both results 0.59% and
0.34%. I can guarantee there is no North
American Indian ancestry. So, therefore, this
must be an echo from deep ancestry in the
Caucasus region in Central Asia.

These are the people in each of the
databases to which the tester’s DNA is
compared to arrive at ethnicity
estimates.

Ethnicity Comparison – Child / Mother
– all of child’s grandparents are British
Ethnicity results from My Heritage
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The “i” indicates that this is
background noise and not an
actual result.

Mother

Note that the East Europe amount was not
shared with the child. This indicates that the
child did not inherit any of that DNA, skewing
match results.
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Mother
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DNA Results Comparison
Text results of the double
helix composition of DNA
showing individual RSID*
numbers
Section of Chromosome 1
*The rs number is an
accession number used by
researchers and
databases to refer to
specific SNPs. It stands for
Reference SNP cluster ID.
The rsid numbers are
used for SNPs in
diagnosing health and
inherited traits.
EX: Chr. 1 SNP rs28936694
Is one of many associated
with Glaucoma MYOC
gene.

Fully identical

Thank you to all of you wonderful
attendees for joining us, today.

A special “Thank You” to
One World - One Family 2019 and
The Hamilton Stake of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
for making this workshop possible.

